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Believe in Excellence

The Cinos Suite at DCFC
As proud partners of Derby County Football Club we are
delighted to have officially opened the Cinos Suite within
the iPro Stadium. Cinos have made a long term commitment,
along with a significant investment into the club by
refurbishing two of the existing suites and combining them
into one large executive suite, seating up to 20 people.

The Requirement

 he match day experience is enhanced through
T
the seamless and aesthetically enjoyable
technology introduced by Cinos. It has also made
the Cinos Suite the ‘in demand’ conference
facility at the iPro Stadium and we look forward
to developing our Partnership with them
throughout other areas of the iPro Stadium.

As part of the agreement Cinos will be refurbishing
the two executive suites currently used by Sky to
broadcast live games. In order to meet a variety
of business needs (ranging from conference
and banqueting to match day hospitality) and to
showcase a number of technologies, Cinos were
given permission to totally renovate this area.
Due to the multi-functional nature of the
conference spaces, executive suites and
hospitality areas, Cinos need to meet both the
requirements of business as well as delivering
an excellent match day experience.

Brandon Furse,
Head of Ticketing, Analytics and Technology
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The Benefits
Multi-Purpose
 Cinos have provided a solution that

enhances the experience for both match
day guests and business delegates.

The Solution

 The display solutions ensure perfect

visuals for delegate presentations and
the large format display enhances
match day operations and the viewing
pleasure of corporate guests.

To deliver on these requirements Cinos
have worked closely with the leading
Audio Visual manufacturers including AMX,
Barco, NEC, Polycom and Revolabs as well
as engaging with local flooring specialists,
electrical contractors and bespoke furniture
manufacturers for the interior design.
At each end of the suite Cinos have
implemented display solutions from NEC. An
80” large format display was deployed for both
delegate presentations and to enhance the
experience for match day guests. The slimline
display utilises the latest LED technology to
deliver crystal clear content whether used
in presentation mode, during match day
entertainment or in video conferencing mode
The latest 65” NEC touch screen was deployed
at the opposite end of the suite. The 4-camera
optical-imaging technology allows for up to
six simultaneous touches; enhancing the user
experience by providing business delegates with
a means annotate documents and collaborate
in a more effective manner. A double-sided and
anti-reflective glass layer protects the panel
and prevents mirrored imaging from the 80”
display at the opposite end of the room.
To cater for the corporate communication
requirements Cinos installed a video conferencing
solution from Polycom. As the suite will be
used internally by Derby County Football
Club as well as by a range of local businesses,
the need to connect and collaborate with
stakeholders globally was imperative.
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 The AMX technology suite caters for

both corporate guests and business
delegates. Match day beverages or meeting
refreshments can be ordered via the Modero
touch panels without the need to leave the
room or disrupt the flow of a meeting.

Improved Collaboration
Revolabs wireless microphone technology
was utilised to deliver high definition audio
into the meeting space. The use of omni
directional microphones not only allows
presenters to move anywhere in the room
without compromising the audio quality, but
they eliminate the clutter of cables for a
more aesthetically pleasing environment.
To ensure the smooth flow of multi participant
meetings Cinos installed an intuitive
collaboration solution from Barco. Designed
to make meetings more efficient and speed
up decision making, this solution allows
users to share their content on the large
format display with one click of a button.
In order to integrate and control these
technologies Cinos utilised a number of
solutions from the AMX technology suite.

The AMX all in one presentation switcher was
implemented to provide local control of the
displays, video conferencing and presentation
technologies as well as various room functions
including lighting and climate control.
The internal AMX touch panel control solutions
allows both match day guests and business
delegates to interact with the various systems
within the suite. Working in conjunction
with our Marketing Department the Cinos
AMX ACE Programmers delivered bespoke
coding and graphics to the touch panels. This
functionality provides business delegates
with an easy to use control interface for
meetings and presentations, as well allowing
match day guests to order refreshments
and products without leaving the suite.

 The installation of the Polycom Video

Conferencing solution allows business
delegates to connect to any location
without the need for travel.

 Multi-participant meetings are more

productive with the Clickshare solution
from Barco. Any delegate can share their
content from various sources at the click
of a button; allowing for more efficient
meetings and quicker decision making

The Technology
For an in-depth look at the technology we used
on this project or to download the relevant data
sheets please visit our website. You can also
see the other projects we have been working
on and catch up on any company news.

Enhanced Capability
 On match days the AMX Modero touch

panels display sponsor videos and club
advertising. Designed to increase brand
awareness, this powerful visual marketing
aid will ensure the club maximise the full
potential of the AMX technology suite.

 The Revolabs wireless microphone solution

allows presenters to move freely within the
suite without compromising the audio quality.
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Please scan the QR code or visit:

www.cinos.net/our-projects

Alternatively speak to one of our team on:

+44 (0) 203 880 2026

